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	AP: 
	1: 
	2 Name: 
	6 Justification/explanation: Max 720 characters (no spaces)Highlight your team's skills and experience, outlining how your team is capable of handling the project.
	1 Brand name: 
	2 Address: 
	2 Contact point name: 
	2 Website: 
	2 Phone: 
	2 Email: 
	3 Year of creation: yyyy
	3 Revenues: 
	3 No of employees: 
	3 BIC contract: mm/yyyy
	3 Notes: Max 155 characters (no spaces)
	4 Previous activities: Max 270 characters (no spaces)If Yes, highlight previous activities to highlight your company's expertise and track record.
	5 Name 01: 
	5 Name 02: --
	5 Name 03: --
	5 Web 01: 
	5 Web 02: --
	5 Web 03: --
	5 Roles in Activity: Max 360 characters (no spaces)If Yes, provide their information, ensure their expertise aligns with project tasks, and specify their roles and responsibilities.
	1 Primary 1: [   ]
	1 Subcategories 1: [   ]
	1 Subcategories 2: [  ]
	1 Keyword 1: [--]
	3 ESA BIC: [   ]
	4 Business Applications: [   ]
	5 Sub-contractors: [   ]
	5 i: 
	4 i: 
	3 i: 
	2 i: 
	1 i b: 
	1 i a: 
	1 Full name: 
	3 Revenues year: yyyy
	3 Industry/sector: [   ]
	5 Industry 01: [   ]
	5 Industry 02: [--]
	5 Industry 03: [--]
	1 Primary 2: [   ]
	1 Keyword 2: [--]
	1 Keyword 3: [--]
	3 ia: 
	5 Country 01a:    
	5 Country 02a:    
	5 Country 03a:    
	2 Countrya:    
	7 AP Name: ESA Ambassador
	7 ND Name: National Delegation
	7 Additional details: Max 175 characters (no spaces)
	8 Other: Max 85 characters (no spaces)
	7 ESA BA ND: [   ]
	8 ESA BA Programme: [    ]
	7 i: 
	8 i: 
	6 Team skills: [   ]
	6 i: 
	7 ND status: [--]
	7 AP status: [--]
	2 Country: [   ]
	5 Country 01: [   ]
	5 Country 02: [   ]
	5 Country 03: [   ]

	5: 
	1 i: 
	2 i: 
	3 i: 
	4 i: 
	5 i: 
	6 i: 
	7 i: 
	9 i: 
	10 i: 
	9a i: 
	1 Image 01_af_image: 
	3 Nature01: 
	3 References01: 
	3 Name01: 
	3 Comarison01: 
	3 Name02: 
	3 Nature02: 
	3 References02: 
	3 Comarison02: 
	3 Strengths: 
	3 Opportunities: 
	2 Image 01_af_image: 
	5 Name01: e.g., Farmer X (Potato production)
	5 Tasks01: e.g., Forecast yield
	5 Pain01: e.g., Manual survey expensive (XX EUR per ha)
	5 Gain01: Reduce manual labour by YY%
	5 Involvement01: A key player in the market of X
	5 Name02: 
	5 Tasks02: 
	5 Pain02: 
	5 Gain02: 
	5 Involvement02: 
	6 ID01: UR 1
	6 Name01: 
	6 Requirement01: 
	6 Approach01: 
	6 ID02: UR 2
	6 Name02: 
	6 Requirement02: 
	6 Approach02: 
	6 ID03: 
	6 Name03: 
	6 Requirement03: 
	6 Approach03: 
	7 Responsible01: e.g., Prime or Subcontractor 1
	7 Schedule01: e.g., T0 - T0+9m
	7 WP01: e.g., WP100
	7 Task01: e.g., Project Management
	7 Activities01: 
	7 Euro01: 
	7 WP02: e.g., WPX
	7 Task02: e.g., Requirements definition
	7 Activities02: 
	7 Schedule02: e.g., T0+3m - T0+9m
	7 Euro02: 
	4 Image 01_af_image: 
	9 ExRatePrime: 
	9 ExRateSubcon01: 
	9 ExRateSubcon02: 
	9 ExRateSubcon03: 
	9 ExRateSubcon04: 
	9 ExRateSubcon05: 
	8 Pilot: The pilot-demonstration service has the following objectives ……. The pilot-demonstration service activities will be based on the following undertakings: e.g., users/customers involvement, envisaged utilisation of the system (2 hours of use every day), duration of the pilot-demonstration stage e.g., 8 months, etc.Summarise the customers/users/stakeholders participating in the Pilot phase of the project, explain their level of involvement, and provide a short description of the activities to be performed by them.The expected preparation activities of the pilot-demonstration will include: specify as needed (e.g., deployment, integration within the user environment, acceptance, logistics, training).The success criteria / goals to be achieved during the pilot/demonstration to gain customer commitment are: e.g., the success criteria / goals shall be presented in terms of Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) that are quantitatively measurable and are relevant for inferring commercial uptake of the service after the end of the project.
	9 Details: Please provide a brief explanation of travel costs, external service costs and miscellaneous costs (if applicable). Please explain if you have costs assigned outside of your team’s country/countries. Please check admissible funding levels here: https://business.esa.int/funding/direct-negotiation-generic-programme-line
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	7 Schedule12: 
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	9b AttachCashflow: 
	9b attachmentCounter: 0
	9 TotalHrPrime: 
	9 TotalHrSubcon01: 
	9 TotalHrSubcon02: 
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	9 ExpensesSubcon04: 
	9 ExpensesSubcon05: 
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	9 ExServiceSubcon02: 
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	9 ExServiceSubcon04: 
	9 ExServiceSubcon05: 
	9 MiscellaneouePrime: 
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	11 i: 
	9c Import LoI: 
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	10 PricingForecast: > list 5 key customers (based on intended volumes of sale), which you intend to capture 3 years after market entry. What sales will be generated by each customer? These figures should align with the cashflow forecast.> do you have any planned or existing commercial partnerships with the key 5 intended customers? If so, please explain the scope of the partnership(s). > Are any of these customers supporting the proposed project? If so, how will they support it?> Do you have any confirmation of interest from users or customers in the proposed project e.g., an email or letter stating interest? If yes, please attach it below. 
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	0: 
	1 Call: [  ]
	2 Activity: [   ]
	0 APQ Version: ESA-TIAA-PO-2017-1054 - V.
	0 Version: 3.21
	4 Yes: I agree that the APQ can be shared by ESA with the partners of the relevant use case.
	3 Use Case: Please describe ESA use case addressed
	5 No: Please clearly specify in "Section AP.4.2" which thematic focus you are addressing.

	2: 
	1 Image 01_af_image: 
	3 Pains1: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	3 Gains1: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	1 Final product/ service: Max 1330 characters (no spaces)Summarise your product/service, highlighting its technical assets and customers/users benefits, along with production or delivery information.If applying to a Thematic Call, the final service should align with the thematic area(s) specified by ESA or proposed by you and other directly involved customers/users.
	1 i: 
	2 Customers/users: Max 1125 characters (no spaces)Identify who will benefit, involve potential contributors, and note that users and customers can be different. Users utilise the product/service, but may not pay for it, while customers pay for it but may not be the ones using it directly.If applying to a Thematic Call: interact with sector representatives and state whether the APQ can be distributed to the stakeholders listed in the Annexes when addressing the included use cases.
	1 Image 02_af_image: 
	2 i: 
	3 i: 
	3 Gains2: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	3 Gains3: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	3 Gains4: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	3 Gains5: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	3 Pains2: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	3 Pains3: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	3 Pains4: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	3 Pains5: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	4 Innovation and selling points: Max 525 characters (no spaces)How does your product differentiate itself from existing solutions to address the pains of customers or users?
	5 Space tech/space asset: Max 630 characters (no spaces)Describe the utilisation and benefits of space technology in your product/service, highlighting its added value in terms of benefits such as cost savings or improved efficiency.
	4 i: 
	5 i: 
	5 SatCom: Off
	5 SatNav: Off
	5 EO: Off
	5 H Space Flight: Off
	5 Space asset: [   ]

	3: 
	1 Market size and plan: Max 1050 characters (no spaces)Provide a high level of market research, including analysis of profitable segments, and offer realistic projections for market share, taking into account competition and barriers to entry.
	2 customer: [   ]
	1 i: 
	2 i: 
	2 Note: Max 180 characters (no spaces)
	2 Name 01: 
	2 Name 02: --
	2 Name 03: --
	2 Web 03: --
	2 Web 02: --
	2 Web 01: 
	2 Country 01: [   ]
	2 Country 01a: 
	2 Country 02: [--]
	2 Country 02a: 
	2 Country 03: [--]
	2 Country 03a: 
	3 Business activities: Max 840 characters (no spaces)Provide a high level overview of how the new product/service aligns with your current business activities and goals. Briefly explain its potential to complement existing offerings, boost revenue, and if it's a permanent addition or a one-time project.
	4 Details: Max 420 characters (no spaces)EUR/month or per unit and how many customers you plan to have one year after the end of the ESA project. Indicate whether the selling price has been already checked with customers.
	5 Entry/exploitation: Max 840 characters (no spaces)Provide a realistic timeline considering regulatory requirements and outline the essential steps for commercialisation, such as product testing, marketing, and distribution.
	6 Product/service impact: Max 1260 characters (no spaces)Provide high level information on the anticipated impact on you and your consortium partners, including job creation, revenue generation, and potential environmental and social impacts, considering timing.
	4 Product/service charge: [   ]
	3 i: 
	4 i: 
	5 i: 
	6 i: 
	2 Stage 01: [   ]
	2 Stage 02: [--]
	2 Stage 03: [--]

	4: 
	7 Risks1: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	1 Starting point: Max 420 characters (no spaces)Describe what you have, such as a prototype, existing product/service, results from other activities, and discussions with potential users.
	2 key activities 02: Max 1050 characters (no spaces)Describe the necessary steps to achieve project goals, including market analysis, business case development, feasibility proof, design, development, integration, testing, and customer validation. Ensure that the tasks are realistic and feasible within your budget and timeframe.
	3 Goals/outputs: Max 945 characters (no spaces)Establish SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-Bound) goals. Engage your team, customers/users, and stakeholders in the goal-setting process.
	4 Plan/Cost: Max 1155 characters (no spaces)Provide information about your budget and ensure that the timeline is realistic.
	2 key activities 01: [    ]
	1 i: 
	2 i: 
	3 i: 
	4 i: 
	5 Total cost: 
	5 ESA Cofounding 01: 
	5 Company Cofounding: 0
	6 ESA help/support: Max 210 characters (no spaces)
	7 Mitigations1: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	5 ESA Cofounding 02: 0
	5 i: 
	6 i: 
	7 i: 
	5 Availability/Source: Max 180 characters (no spaces)
	7 Mitigations2: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	7 Mitigations3: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	7 Mitigations4: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	7 Mitigations5: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	7 Risks2: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	7 Risks3: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	7 Risks4: Max 150 characters (no spaces)
	7 Risks5: Max 150 characters (no spaces)


	FB: 
	5: 
	OtherAPQ+DP Feedback: Max 720 characters (no spaces)
	OtherAPQ+FS Feedback: Max 720 characters (no spaces)

	APQ+DP: 
	iAPQ+DP: Please take a moment to complete the following questions and help us improve.
	iAPQ+FS: Please take a moment to complete the following questions and help us improve.
	 APQ: 
	i APQ: Please take a moment to complete the following questions and help us improve. 
	 Other APQ Feedback: Max 150 characters (no spaces)

	5: 
	1 i: Your system/service architecture is a technical diagram that shows the key components, inputs, processes, and outputs. Please specify the existing components and their maturity levels, as well as the components that need to be developed for the study.
	2 i: Please download and complete the Business Model Canvas template from https://business.esa.int/documents, then upload a screenshot.
	3 i: Complete the table with competitor information, including their type (existing, potential, established, new, or incumbent) and relevant data such as market share and pricing competitiveness. Summarize their competitive differentiators using a SWOT analysis.
	4 i: Explain/illustrate who your partners will be for the operational service and if/how they will be involved in the study.
	5 i: Problems and benefits should be specific and related to the customers involved in the pilot.
	10 i: Upload the Excel spreadsheet to provide additional information on the key costs, revenue streams, and operating profits associated with your service, linked to predictions of the Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM).
	6 i: User/customer requirements should come from the users/customers and typically follow this format:The system/service shall [function] [performance] [specification]
	7 i: Please see the Feasibility Studies Management Requirements for more information about the proposed tasks:business.esa.int/documents
	7a i: Please provide a Timeline chart by uploading a screenshot.
	9 i: Please let us know if you have the required funds and, if so, their sources, such as a loan, private investment, or profits from an existing service.
	9a i: If applicable, briefly explain travel, external service, and miscellaneous costs, and any costs incurred outside your team's country. Please check the allowable funding levels at:https://business.esa.int/funding/direct-negotiation-generic-programme-line.
	9b i: You can optionally provide PSS forms if your company is familiar with them. For further information and details, please check the following link: https://www.esa.int/About_Us/Business_with_ESA/How_to_do/How_to_use_PSS_forms
	11 i: Please describe any links between the proposed project and activities undertaken by the members of the consortium in the context of other publicly funded national and/or international programmes.
	5a i: Please provide a Timeline chart by uploading a screenshot.
	6a i: If applicable, briefly explain travel, external service, and miscellaneous costs, and any costs incurred outside your team's country. Please check the allowable funding levels at:https://business.esa.int/funding/direct-negotiation-generic-programme-line.
	6b i: You can optionally provide PSS forms if your company is familiar with them. For further information and details, please check the following link: https://www.esa.int/About_Us/Business_with_ESA/How_to_do/How_to_use_PSS_forms
	1 iDP: Your system/service architecture is a technical diagram that shows the key components, inputs, processes, and outputs. Please specify the existing components and their maturity levels, as well as the components that need to be developed for the project.
	4 iDP: Explain/illustrate who your partners will be for the operational service and if/how they will be involved in the study.
	7 iDP: Please see the Demonstration Projects Management Requirements for more information about the proposed tasks:business.esa.int/documents
	8 iDP: Outline the pilot plan for demonstrating the service, with quantifiable success criteria (KPIs) to measure project objectives.

	1: 
	1 i a: Choose a memorable and descriptive name that effectively represents the purpose and benefits of your idea.
	2 i: Submit accurate and up-to-date information, including the contact person's details, and review prior to submission.
	3 i: Provide a brief overview of your company's key strengths and main achievements.
	4 i: If Yes, highlight previous activities to highlight your company's expertise and track record.
	5 i: If Yes, provide their information, ensure their expertise aligns with project tasks, and specify their roles and responsibilities.Note: Sub-contractors provide key contribution to the proposed activities, are in charge of some specific activities and have representatives in the Key Personnel, while external services are outsourced to independent autonomous providers.
	1 i b: Carefully select up to two market sectors you want to reach with your business idea.
	3 ia: - Space Industry: Involves using outer space for different purposes such as communication, research, exploration, and resource utilisation through activities like satellite services, tourism, manufacturing, and launch operations.- Non-Space Industry: includes terrestrial economic activities such as manufacturing, agriculture, healthcare, transportation, and more. These contribute to the economy and societal well-being on Earth's surface.
	6 i: Highlight your team's skills and experience, outlining how your team is capable of handling the project.
	7 i: If Yes, provide the name of the Ambassador and, if available, the status of the discussion with the National Delegation.(Consulting with them ensures tailored support and guidance for a successful proposal.)
	8 i: Provide your source of information about the ESA Business Applications Programme 

	2: 
	1 i: Summarise your product/service, highlighting its technical assets and customers/users benefits, along with production or delivery information.If applying to a Thematic Call, the final service should align with the thematic area(s) specified by ESA or proposed by you and other directly involved customers/users.
	2 i: Identify who will benefit, involve potential contributors, and note that users and customers can be different. Users utilise the product/service, but may not pay for it, while customers pay for it but may not be the ones using it directly.If applying to a Thematic Call: interact with sector representatives and state whether the APQ can be distributed to the stakeholders listed in the Annexes when addressing the included use cases.
	3 i: Differentiate from competitors by showcasing how your product specifically solves customers’/users’ problems, meets their needs, and highlights the benefits.(Note that if customers/users are different, their pains and gains may also differ).
	4 i: How does your product differentiate itself from existing solutions to address the pains of customers or users?
	5 i: Describe the utilisation and benefits of space technology in your product/service, highlighting its added value in terms of benefits such as cost savings or improved efficiency.

	3: 
	1 i: Provide a high level of market research, including analysis of profitable segments, and offer realistic projections for market share, taking into account competition and barriers to entry.
	2 i: If Yes, indicate who they are and what is your engagement with them. Indicate their willingness to participate as reference customers and potential interest in paying for the service. Note that no formal letters are required at this stage.
	3 i: Provide a high level overview of how the new product/service aligns with your current business activities and goals. Briefly explain its potential to complement existing offerings, boost revenue, and if it's a permanent addition or a one-time project.
	4 i: If Yes, provide the planned selling price for the product/service e.g. EUR/month or per unit and how many customers you plan to have one year after the end of the ESA project. Indicate whether the selling price has been already checked with customers.
	5 i: Provide a realistic timeline considering regulatory requirements and outline the essential steps for commercialisation, such as product testing, marketing, and distribution.
	6 i: Provide high level information on the anticipated impact on you and your consortium partners, including job creation, revenue generation, and potential environmental and social impacts, considering timing.

	4: 
	1 i: Describe what you have, such as a prototype, existing product/service, results from other activities, and discussions with potential users.
	2 i: Describe the necessary steps to achieve project goals, including market analysis, business case development, feasibility proof, design, development, integration, testing, and customer validation. Ensure that the tasks are realistic and feasible within your budget and timeframe.
	3 i: Establish SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-Bound) goals. Engage your team, customers/users, and stakeholders in the goal-setting process.
	4 i: Provide information about your budget and ensure that the timeline is realistic.
	5 i: Ensure that the funding you request from ESA aligns with the scope and objectives of your project. Present the availability and source of your co-funding. Note the "cost" encompasses all project expenses, while the "ESA co-funding" refers to the requested amount.
	6 i: E.g. networking opportunities, and the ability to use ESA branding. Note that ESA cannot provide expertise for the preparation of the proposal documents. The organization must operate as a self-contained entity and should not depend on ESA for technical competence or data sources.
	7 i: Identify and prioritise risks based on likelihood and impact, develop mitigation strategies for each risk.
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